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To Whom It May Concern:
Please accept my resume as an expressed interest in discussing the possibilities of joining your
department and organization in a software engineering position.
My work history has provided me a variety of business skills which allow me to relate to all levels of
management, to a variety of business positions, and work successfully with a diversity of personalities,
customers, and end-users. I have been lucky in my career to have gained exposure to many different
technologies and methodologies; some via personal/professional growth as well as exposure to a variety
of talented colleagues that have helped shape my skill set. While the majority of my career has been
contract work I am ready to set some roots with a company and grow together.
My education has provided me with a variety of information systems knowledge and practical skills;
primarily in software engineering, .NET development, Modern Web Development and C# development, as
well as network design, implementation, and administration, information systems security, relational
database architecture, SQL Server query development, and database management. I also have proficient
skills with website design, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript development, as well as website administration. I
have held various positions in Information Technology that has molded me into a well-rounded engineer;
from computer repair to network administration and beyond.
I consider myself to be a results-oriented, dependable, and capable worker; who is not easily affected by
job stress [though some is unavoidable], and will be a strong asset to your department and organization
in a variety of capacities. I am certainly receptive to any company training as well as a fast learner in any
on the job training situation.
As an individual, I have many hobbies and interests that also fit well into most social environments. I have
a love for sports, automobiles, adventure, science, reading, music, and much more. I am an avid gamer be
it board games or video games. I am a father to three young boys and a husband to my high school
sweetheart. We spend a lot of our free time with family activities and learning from each other.
I hope that I have provided you with a small sample of what makes me “me” and look forward to a
scheduling a time to talk more personally at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Thomas Donnelly

